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RiverWare’s Water Rights 
Allocation Solver

Status in RiverWare 5.0
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Purpose
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Kinds of Water Rights

Divert and use (and possibly return to 
stream)
Divert and store (in on-stream or off-stream 
storage)
Keep water in river for instream flow uses at 
a specific location (forcing juniors to leave 
water in the stream)
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Rights have
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Limits Imposed
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Concept               Model
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Concept               Model
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Concept               Model
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Concept               Model
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Concept               Model
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Rules

Initialize Accounts
Distribute Initial Request values
Call solver without respect to 

instream flow rights
Execute reservoir release rules
Call solver respecting most senior 

instream flow right
Execute reservoir release rules
Call solver respecting 

next most senior 
instream flow right

… and so on

Transfer releases to physical 
system
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Calling the Solver (no lags)
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Solution Algorithm (Acts on 
Clones)
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Solution with Subordination

When the junior (“dominant”) right’s allocation is 
computed, if the junior is short, see if reducing a 
subordinate (senior)’s allocation will help the junior’s 
case.
Senior subordinates must have allocated water to 
give up, and giving up that water must have an effect 
at the dominants junior’s appropriation point.
A junior might not be able to take water from a 
subordinate due to the presence of a (non-
subordinate) senior downstream that needs the water
If the junior has two or more subordinated rights, the 
most junior subordinate gives up water first, then the 
next most junior, etc.
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Solution with Lags
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Solution with Lags
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Solution with Lags
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Local Timestep Offset

Solves for …
Appropriations from B @ current TS
Appropriations from A @ TS + 2
Appropriations from C @ TS + 5
Appropriations from D @ TS + 6
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Status

In RiverWare 5.0 *
In use by LCRA


